Thanks for the memories, NTU!

Bay Pei Lin CEE/2019

My NTU story is made up of a series of wonderful experiences. Stepping into NTU as a freshman, I remember the anticipation that came with making new friends and living on campus.

A treasured memory is that of a school trip to Morocco where we spent numerous nights under the starlit desert sky communing with one another. As our varsity life comes to an end, I urge everyone to have the courage to fill your Book of Life with hope, purpose and adventure!

Goh Xuanhui, Samuel MSE/2012
Wan Ngan Ching, Sue SBS/2013

Back in 2008, we met at the Freshmen Orientation Camp organised by the NTU Sports Club. Synchronistically, we were both elected as members of NTU Sports Club 18th Main Management Committee in our first year. Juggling committee responsibilities with our studies was challenging, but also highly rewarding at the same time.

Looking back, it’s clear how our undergraduate years at NTU had positively impacted our respective careers.

We had our wedding photos taken at three different locations at NTU — the School of Art, Design and Media; the Hive; and the NTU Chinese Medicine Clinic. These locations hold a special place in both our hearts. We are very grateful to NTU for bringing us together, and for giving us a head start in our lives!

Neo Chong Shern, Daniel SPMS/2019

My journey at NTU has been extremely fruitful. I’m grateful to those who have journeyed with me over the past few years. Though my time as an undergraduate has ended, I will always remember the friendships forged along the hallways of my alma mater.

I will stay in close contact with the NTU community as an alumnus. To my peers from the Class of 2019, never lose hope and continue to find meaning in all we do as we embark on a new chapter in our lives.

Soong Jia Min Soh/2019

I made many wonderful memories while on campus at NTU. As a philosophy student, I recall having many ‘aha moments’ when my professor explained or developed arguments that kept me excited and inspired for days.

NTU is an institution where you can pursue your intellectual interests freely. My advice to my juniors is to always develop yourselves further with the available resources. Be open to different disciplines and try out a variety activities. I greatly appreciate the intellectual freedom I had at NTU and how it widened my horizons.

Bay Pei Lin (6th from left) together with her friends in Paris.